[Evolutional model of sensopathic disorders].
The purpose of this study was to analyze the subjective mechanisms of symptomogenesis (semantogenesis) of disturbed body perception in psychosis. Three groups of psychiatric patients (58 with schizophrenic spectrum disorders, 15 with affective disorders and 32 with organic disorders) with pathological body sensations (sensopathies) and 64 controls with somatic disorders accompanied by pain were studied clinically and with the Component Language Analysis. Based on the clinical and linguistic analysis of utterances of patients, we propose an evolutionary model that describes the development of sensopathies as a continuum of frustration arising from a so-called protopathic shift, the further formation and differentiation of which is provided by subjective (linguistic, first of all) factors of symptomogenesis, which we understand as sematogenesis (the sense formation). The component analysis has shown that the lexical structure of patient's utterances is formed on a basis of a small number of classifying conceptions according to which 7 lexical-semantic groups (LSG) have been discriminated. These groups form, in their turn, two thematic lines: hyperpathical (pain, burning, pressure) and parapathical (volume, density, form, movement).